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论 文 摘 要 
 
 







































Delivering goods were developed into distribution of enterprise's 
development strategy means which is supported by way of high 
technology, The business circles generally realize that distribution 
is the main component of enterprise's business activities, It can make 
enterprise more profits, it is instrument that strengthen 
enterprise's competitive power. Because the tobacco trade has a 
monopoly system, a rich fund, perfect network etc., developing 
distribution has advantage richly endowed by nature. 
This text analyzes the distribution system of The Chinese Tobacco 
Merchandising Concern specially. In terms of technology, analyzing 
the weak link of the tobacco's distribution at present. We will study 
deeply four main logistics technology that help to raise competence 
to tobacco's commercial enterprise and explain how to implement. This 
text is divided into four chapters altogether: 
Chapter one: Summing up the concept, producing, developed of 
distribution briefly, carrying on the detailed explanation to the 
operation procedure of distribution. 
Chapter two: Point out that it is necessity to develop cigarette 
distribution system for The Chinese Tobacco Merchandising Concern, 
carrying on the introduction to the current situation of Chinese 
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distribution technology especially. 
Chapter three: Analyzing four logistical technology: Cigarette 
distribution center programming, Cigarette distribution sorting 
system, Cigarette distribution transportation system, and Cigarette 
distribution information system. Discussing how apply distribution 
technology to tobacco distribution system and promote existing 
distribution operational efficiency and competence. 
Chapter four: Recommend how The Fujian Tobacco Merchandising 
Concern carry on tobacco distribution system transformation and 
realize extensive distribution. 
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第一章  物流配送介绍 
第一节  物流配送的范畴 
一、配送的概念 
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煤炭等散货的配送业务流程为：进货→存储→运输→送达服务。 
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